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Oracle Supports the Department of Defense Business Systems

Government leaders today have an opportunity like never before to transform how agencies do
business. Modern, enabling technologies like cloud computing, mobile innovations, or engaging
social platforms are allowing government to reinvent internal processes and deliver world-class
citizen services.
Oracle has been supporting the Federal Government and specifically the Department of Defense
for decades with both our advanced technology solutions and more recently with business
systems software. Oracle is a key component in the department’s efforts to modernize and
transform its business systems.
In recent years, the department has modernized its financial systems and Oracle has provided our
Enterprise Business Suite financials software to support the Air Force and Defense Agencies as
well as to multiple independent organizations. In the mid 1990s, the department standardized
their civilian Human Resources activities and chose the Oracle Human Capital Management
software to support its centralized personnel offices for over 700,000 civilians. As Oracle
expands our offerings the department has expanded its use of the Oracle Software to support
Military personnel and pay across the entire DOD (more than 3,000,000 members.) This
includes the use of the Oracle Service Cloud, the first secure Impact Level 4 cloud Software as a
Service offering.
Supply and Maintenance are two additional major functions being modernized within the DoD
and Oracle supports these functions in major programs within the Air Force and the Marine
Corps. Available here is the new Oracle Contract Lifecycle Management solution modified by
Oracle to the specific requirements of the government.
Oracle continues to innovate and offer to the government state-of-the-art solutions to assist with
improving performance at reduced cost. The offerings from Oracle continue to expand as we
build and acquire new solutions to support our customers. Oracle is proud to be able to support
our military and civilian members of the DOD.
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